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Abstract: Belt conveyors (BCs), because of their high efficiency, are widely used for bulk material handling
in the mining industry. However, due to the high level of conveyors’ energy consumption, the belt conveyor
systems generate a large part of mining costs. Therefore, the current solutions mostly focus on implementing
new management strategies, which find energy consumption as a key indicator in designing belt conveyor
systems. Belt conveyor equipment selection, conveying systems, operation, applied mining technology are
considered to be areas where improvement of belt conveyors’ energy efficiency may be achieved. Moreover,
they can be used to implement novel standards for BC equipment and the proposal of defining new quality
standards and creating BCs’ classification has been already outlined. The main idea of the paper is to compare the values of specific energy consumption (SEC) of BCs with regard to the inclination angle of a conveyor route which results from technological needs. The multiple regression is used to find a relationship
between two basic independent variables – the volume of transported material and conveyor’s inclination
angle – and a dependent variable (SEC). The procedure enables to determine the value of SEC which is
required for lifting the material. Presented results prove that the value of SEC required for lifting the material
is crucial for the interpretation of the SEC value when it comes to energy efficiency comparison.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The mining industry requires an enormous amount of energy for the main operational
activities such as extraction, material handling and processing. Globally the mining
sector uses nearly 11% of total world energy usage (McLellan et al. 2012). The analy_________
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sis of (Statistics Poland, 2018) data show that energy consumption in the mining sector has a decreasing trend (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, it still constitutes around 5% of total
energy consumption in Poland. Nowadays, the industry has to pay attention to energy
management because of changes in energy prices and energy management legislation
(Regulation EU 2017/1369, 2017). The necessity of competitiveness in the mining
industry forces to improve the energy efficiency of the whole process. Reduction of an
overall energy consumption may be achieved by reducing belt conveyors’ energy consumption because of their significant impact on energy usage (Lodewijks, Pang 2013).
Continuous belt conveyor (BC) transportation systems are widely used in the mining
industry because of their high capacity, durability, reliability and operational safety.
Moreover, the significant advances in the field of belt conveyors make them competitive with truck transportation. In accordance to (Schnathmann 2019) conveyors may
be energy efficient and may require even 90% less primary energy than truck transportation (Sichuan project). Although BCs are an efficient mean of transport, they
are considered to be the significant consumers of an electric energy in mines and
improvement of their energy-efficiency is of great importance. Additionally, authors
in (Król 2013; Bajda et al. 2018) presented that the material handling constitutes
some 12–25% of manufacturing cost of mining while optimization of conveying systems may reduce the total operating costs up to 30% (Marasova et al. 2018).

Fig. 1. Percentage of total energy consumption by the mining industry

Nowadays, the energy efficiency improvement seems to be a significant one because of reducing material handling energy costs. Due to this fact, there is a vast array
of theoretical and practical researches in the conveyor’s technology, which presents
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the problem from different perspectives. The energy efficiency is analyzed as a key indicator in designing and exploitation phase of conveyors – general definition of the problem and directions of development are presented in (Alspaugh 2004; Zhang, Xia 2011;
Gładysiewicz et al. 2009; Kulinowski et al. 2013). Another point is that the majority of
proposed solutions focuses on two levels: equipment and operational ones.
The equipment level concerns idlers, belt and drive system as a target of improving
efficiency. The idlers rotational resistance, their durability, indentation rolling resistance of a belt and the efficiency of drive systems are crucial elements to consider
when it comes to introducing highly efficient equipment or retrofitting the old one.
The research in the field of idlers’ technology and design influence idler rotational
resistance were presented in (Król et al. 2017) and analysis of durability of bearings
and idlers in (Król 2017). The optimized carrying idlers and energy efficient belt were
implemented to the standard belt conveyor in the underground copper mine and tested
in real condition. The results of experiment provided a significant reduction of the
consumed energy (Kawalec et al. 2017). The system to measure variable idlers loads
as a function of conveyor capacity was tested in lignite mine to obtain values of radial
loads acting on the idlers and values of axial forces in the function of time for top
idlers set (Gładysiewicz et al. 2019) which are crucial element in modernization and
reducing energy consumption of the belt conveyor. In terms of belts in (Jansen 2008)
the rubber compounds and structure of belts were indicated as a key thing to create
energy optimized belts. In (Bajda, Hardygóra 2019; Gładysiewicz et al. 2017) it was
proved that using energy-efficient belt instead of a standard one may yield a decrease
of needed energy. Moreover, the new method of calculating identation rolling resistance which depends on belt’s parameters and load value was developed and validated
using experimental data (Gładysiewicz, Konieczna 2018). Last but not least is a drive
system. The author in (Almeida et al. 2003) recommended to use energy-efficient
motors and variable speed drives (VSD) to reduce energy losses. Also the conveyor
system with VSD was mathematically modelled to create the management system for
conveyors to minimize the energy consumption (Halepoto et al. 2016).
Another aspect of energy efficiency of belt conveyor is operational level. The main
topics in this field are modeling the energy efficiency and optimal control of operation
efficiency of belt conveyors. The new energy model for estimating usage of power in
case of long conveyor belt has been proposed in (Mathaba, Xia 2015). The optimal
switching control and the VSD based optimal control strategy was presented as strategies which implementation leads to energy and cost savings for long belt conveyors
(Zhang, Xia 2010). In case of downhill conveyors authors in (Mathaba, Xia 2017)
implemented optimal scheduling model to control conveyor belt systems to improve
their energy efficiency. Moreover, cost optimal operation which leads to energy cost
savings may be achieved using closed-loop Model Predictive Control approach (Luo
et al. 2015). Another effective way to improve belt conveyors’ energy efficiency is
reducing their energy consumption by speed control. The application of speed control
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has been comprehensively studied in (He, 2017). The implementation of speed control
principles for inclined belt conveyor enabled to reduce daily energy consumption by
up to 12% (He et al. 2017). Additionally, authors went one step further presenting the
methodology dedicated to keep healthy speed control in (He et al. 2018). In Polish
conditions the problem has been considered within the influence of feed rate, conveyor’s inclination angle and speed control on drives power demand (Karolewski
2017). It is widely known that coordination belt speed and feed rate may save the energy indeed and improve belt conveyors energy efficiency. However, to improve operational efficiency of belt conveyors the belt conveyor’s energy model is needed.
Building the proper energy models which are suitable for optimization purposes requires to be adjusted to operate conditions not to design ones. The optimization procedures implemented in conveying systems make environmental and financial benefits.
However, sometimes reducing costs of electricity (for example via the time-of-use
tariff) does not equal to energy consumption reducing. Therefore, the energy optimization of belt conveyors at operational level needs to keep the balance between technical and economic constraints (Zhang, Xia 2011).
1.1. POET PERSPECTIVE AND CLASSIFICATION PERSPECTIVE

Mentioned above equipment and operational levels are the part of POET point of view on
energy efficiency improvement proposed in (He et al. 2018). The energy efficiency classification consists of four components: Performance efficiency (P), Operation efficiency (O),
Equipment efficiency (E), and Technology efficiency (T) which are affected by technical
and non-technical factors (Fig. 2a). Since combining these energy efficiency components
together leads to sustainability, presented idea is specially dedicated to energy management activities. There are two ways to do so: forward and backward which enable to perform energy audit or energy system planning respectively. The POET Perspective covers
and explains various elements and factors which influence energy efficiency.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Energy-efficiency perspectives: (a) POET Perspective (Xia, Zhang 2010),
(b) Classification Perspective (Kawalec, Król 2019)
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Another approach which takes the energy consumption importance into account in
conveyor transportation systems is classification of belt conveyors. Because of the
growing awareness of the necessity of more efficient and eco-friendly belt conveyors
systems, it was proposed to set new standards for belt conveyors’ equipment which
incorporates energy labelling (EEL) and operating conditions classes (OCC) (Kawalec,
Król 2019). Energy efficiency labels are assumed to provide precise information about
the parameters of BC components at least idlers, belts and drive. The operating conditions are suggested to be divided into two categories: general OCC of belt conveyors
and individual OCC of a belt conveyors’ components. The idea is reviewed in (Kawalec, Król 2019) in detail. The result of the approach is the BCs’ component class or
even BCs class (Fig. 2b) which may be a tool used to compare two different BCs and
identify the possible ways of improvement the energy efficiency of a belt conveyor.
The presented perspectives correspond each other. The main advantage of these
approaches is a holistic perspective on energy efficiency of belt conveyors.
1.2. SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Considering the vast array of activities, which aim to improve efficiency of belt conveyor transport system, the accurate assessment of them is needed. The practical
measure of such activities may occur the specific energy consumption (SEC) which
shows the amount of energy which is needed to move 1 kg of bulk material for 1 m
distance (Kulinowski et al. 2013).
SEC may be expressed as:

SEC 

N
QM  L

 W s 
 kg  m  ,



(1)

where N is the required power of a drive system [W], QM the mass flow of the handled
 kg 
material,   , and is the length of the belt conveyor [m].
 s 
After transforming the equation (1) we can obtain:
SEC 

RTM
M  

N
 kg  ,
 

(2)

where RTM is resistance to motion [N], M – the mass of handled material [kg], and
 is an efficiency of a drive system [–].
The relationships described by (1) and (2) indicate the possible directions of improving energy consumption of belt conveyor. The first one is reducing the RTM
value, the second one is to increase loaded mass of conveyed material and the third
one is to improve the efficiency of drive system. However, the problem of reducing
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energy consumption is more complicated because above parameters are strongly related.
The appropriate transformation of equation (2) enables to find in equation (3) the
component of energy consumption for lifting the conveyed material.
SEC 

N
RM  RS g
  sin    ,
M

 kg 

(3)

where RM is the main resistance [N], RS is the special resistance [N], M the mass of
m
handled material [kg], g the standard gravity  2  , and  conveyor’s inclination ans 
gle [].
In accordance to (3) the specific energy consumption is directly proportional to the
sine of conveyor’s inclination angle and inversely proportional to the conveyed mass
of the material. Although the mass loading process can be managed, the conveyor’s
inclination angle relates to pursuing transportation task and represents technical constraint. As a result, the energy consumption may be reduced or increased by the conveyor’s inclination angle. It seems that considering the SEC value as an only indicator
to categorize random belt conveyors into low or high energy efficient group is not
enough and the technical constraints should be taken into account at least.
2. THE COMPARISON OF BELT CONVEYORS’ ENERGY EFFICIENCY
– CASE STUDY
The aim of the presented case study is to assess the usefulness of specific energy consumption indicator for comparing belt conveyors’ energy efficiency. The continuous
belt conveyor system in lignite mine, on which the handled material stream is unchanging was analyzed. The system consists of 3 belt conveyors A, B and C which
vary in conveyor’s inclination angle (Table 1). Then, the analyzed conveyors can be
named as uphill, horizontal and downhill ones respectively.
Table 1. The values of conveyors’ inclination angle []

Conveyor A
Conveyor B
Conveyor C

Conveyor’s inclination angle
4,5
0
–0,5

The specific energy consumption values for 29 months period was determined using the automation system in the mine. Because the system enables to collect the data
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of the volume of conveyed material, the Wh/m4 is a SEC value unit. The specific energy consumption values for analyzed belt conveyors are presented in Fig. 3 for which
individual data values have been connected by line to present the rate of change
between individual data points. The range of the highest SEC values between 0,9
and 1,8 Wh/m4 is observed for conveyor A, while for B and C conveyor it oscillates
between 0,2 and 0,4Wh/m4.
It is obvious that using downhill conveyor (conveyor C) to transport a material
from point A to point B is the most efficient. The problem of higher energy consumption by the slope conveyor is caused by the higher values of power needed to overcome gravity. As it is shown in (Alspaugh 2004; Kulinowski et al. 2013) lifting the
material constitute the largest part of RTM and power consumption (e.g., 80% for
5 conveyor’s inclination angle).

Fig. 3. The specific energy consumption values within 29 months period

As it is presented in Fig. 4, there is a relationship between SEC value and volume
of conveyed material. The influence of the average daily volume capacity on the specific energy consumption and the level of installed power usage was presented in
(Gładysiewicz, Migdał 2017). The regression lines of sampling points indicate the
decrease in specific energy consumption with the transported volume of material increase. However, the little R square values suggest taking another predictor into consideration.
Because the volume of transported material is the same for three analyzed conveyors within a month the difference in SEC value is caused by conveyor’s inclination
angle. It means that after removing the component responsible for lifting the material,
the range of SEC values should be similar for three analyzed belt conveyors.
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Fig. 4. The relationship between specific energy consumption value
and volume of conveyed material

Taking into consideration Eq. (3), Figs. 3 and 4 and above assumption, it is supposed that two independent variables: the volume of transported material and sine of
conveyor’s inclination angle have a significant influence on dependent variable – SEC
value used for comparing analyzed belt conveyors.
Therefore, the multiple linear regression dedicated for this set of data was run and
the achieved formula for multiple linear regression is:

y  0.108  V  10.62  sin   0.465.

(4)

In general, as presented in Table 2 analyzed variables: V and sinδ statistically significantly predicted SEC value F (2, 82) = 839.749, p < 0.0005, R2 = 0.9534. Considered variables added statistically significantly to the prediction p < 0,05. The standard
error of the estimate, which means the standard distance between the observations and
the regression is 9.4%. The standard error of the Volume of transported material coefficient is smaller than that of sin and that of constant coefficient. Therefore, the
model is able to estimate the coefficient for Volume of transported material with the
greater precision.
Eventually, the analysis enabled to determine the part of SEC which describes the
process of lifting the material in case of three considered conveyors. Due to subtraction this value from the primary SEC value, conveyors A and C may be treated as
horizontal ones and they may be compared with conveyor B regarding their energy
efficiency. As it is presented in Fig. 5 reduced values of SEC (the names of conveyors
with apostrophes) indicate that the conveyor B is the most energy efficient one.
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Table 2. The output of Multiple Regression Analysis
Model summary
R
0.9764

R square
0.9534

Adjusted R square
0.9523

Std. error of the estimate
0.094

ANOVA
Regression
Residuals
Total

Sum of squares

df

Mean square

F

Sig.

14.7988
0.7225
15.5213

2
82
84

7.3994
0.0088

839.7488

2.4277  10-55

Coefficients
(Constant)
sin
V

Coefficients

Std. error

t

Sig.

0.465
10.628
–0.108

0.032
0.260
0.021

14.4938
40.8167
–5.1452

2.481  10–24
2.9925  10–56
1.7918  10–6

Fig. 5. The reduced specific energy consumption values

All in all, SEC value has been reduced by 75% on average for conveyor A and increased by 38% on average for conveyor C. However, even if the new SEC values are
more similar than previously, there are seen differences in their ranges. Such results
are probably connected with technology and operating conditions of the components
of belt conveyors and belt conveyors system as well.
Because of that, the next step of analysis should be focused on analyzing worldwide data and defining the parameters which reflect energy consumption, operating
conditions and technical constraints. It seems though that the assumptions presented in
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(Kawalec, Król 2019) as a new proposal of standardization belt conveyors perform as
a guideline for a further work.
3. CONLUSIONS
Through the literature review, it can be concluded that the issue of energy efficiency
of belt conveyors is of great importance. Current researches focus on improvements in
field of energy efficient belt conveyors taking into account the necessity of sustainable
development and implementing holistic perspective.
In this paper, it was shown that the specific energy consumption may be used as
a general measure in analysis and assessment of energy efficiency of belt conveyors,
however it needs to be used carefully. The belt conveyor system consisting of 3 belt
conveyors with unchanged volume of material but with different conveyor’s inclination angle was used in the assessment. The SEC values of belt conveyors were compared and then the multiple regression technique was proposed to obtain a relationship
between SEC value and variables such as volume of transported material and conveyor’s inclination angle. The analysis enabled to determine the value of SEC which is
used for lifting the material. After subtraction this value, SEC indicators for analyzed
belt conveyors achieved more similar ranges of values and indicating the most energy
efficient belt conveyor was possible. However, some differences in values ranges appeared which mean that additional variables influence the SEC value.
Presented results prove that the value of SEC required for lifting the material is
crucial for the interpretation of the SEC value when it comes to energy efficiency
comparison. In addition to this, provided comparison of belt conveyors based on SEC
values needs to take technological/transportation constraints and operating conditions
into consideration.
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